
MANGUSTA 92 «FIVE STARS»

MODEL MANGUSTA 92

ESLORA 28.20 M

AÑO / REPARACIÓN 2005/2022

CAMAS 10

CAMAROTES 4-5

TRIPULACIÓN CAPTAIN + 2 CREW

AREA ISLAS BALEARES

PRECIO SEMANAL 0427/2019

CARACTERÍSTICAS DEL EQUIPAMIENTO

EQUIPAMIENTO TÉCNICO: Generator, Aire acondicionado

EQUIPAMIENTO DE CONFORT: Sistema de sonido

JUGUETES DE AGUA: Donut, Jetski, Paddle board, Equipo de snórquel, Seabob

INFORTMACIONES

The Mangusta 92 «Five Stars», built according to the design of Stefano Righini, 
is a real beauty and thanks to its overhaul in 2019 in perfect condition.

Its modern, fresh interior is accentuated by the yacht’s many windows and 
panoramic views, while its natural furnishings and elegant colour scheme 
create a calming atmosphere.

The Five Stars can accommodate 10 overnight guests in a spacious master 
cabin (with sauna and ensuite), a stylish VIP cabin, a double cabin (including 
Pullman), a single cabin and a TV room, which can also be used as a bunk 
cabin.

Five Stars offers lush sun cushions on its fore and aft decks, one of which can 
be converted into a teppanyaki table. An easy to use ladder makes access to 
and from the bathing platform effortless. The range of water toys is unrivalled 
– it includes everything from seabobs and SUP boards to water skis and 
wakeboards. For clubbing enthusiasts, the Five Stars is well equipped with a 
first-class sound system and a Pioneer DJ mixer.

Due to her shallow draught of 1.6m/5.3ft the Five Stars can anchor in the 
many remote bays of the Balearic Islands and her high speed ensures relaxed 
island hopping.

The berth in the exclusive Marina Botafoch, with views of the old town castle 
and surrounded by upscale restaurants and cafés, is included in the price.
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